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ECONOMY

Italy's Populists Just Took Over The Fed —
And The Stock Market Is OK With That

I taly's populists didn't just wrest control of their own government, they've hijacked

Federal Reserve monetary policy too.
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As long as Italy's membership in the eurozone looks about as secure as the Leaning

Tower of Pisa, central bankers are going to be much more hesitant to hike interest

rates or otherwise tighten policy.

Don't Bet On Aggressive Fed, ECB

As the Italian political crisis erupted and global nancial markets plunged Tuesday, Fed

rate-hike expectations took a dive. Just over a week ago, markets were pricing in

roughly 50-50 odds of four Fed rate hikes in 2018. But during the worst of yesterday's

rout, odds of just two Fed hikes spiked close to 50%.

With panic subsiding Wednesday as stock and bond markets rebounded, odds rmed

for three hikes this year, according to the CME Group FedWatch tool. But more

volatility is likely with any are-up in Italy's political risks.
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The emerging consensus is that the European Central Bank will delay its plan to taper

bond purchases. As for the Fed, the ve additional rate hikes through 2019 that

policymakers penciled in back in March are starting to look less sure.

Good News For Stock Market?

What does this mean for the stock market? Well, this isn't a consensus, but those who

saw rising interest rates as the biggest threat to markets are suddenly feeling more

upbeat.

Doug Kass, president of Seabreeze Partners Management, wrote that a messy

resolution to an Italian rebellion against European Union rules will weigh on global

economic growth and corporate pro ts. The upside to Italy's crisis for stock market
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investors, in his view, is that upward pressure on in ation and interest rates will ease,

lengthening the economic cycle and aiding stock valuations

"A somewhat elongated cycle (caused by less interest-rate stress) reduces the market's

downside target by 10%, slightly improves (+4%) the 'fair market value' and modestly

increases the top end of the anticipated trading range," Kass wrote.

Easier Fed policy in the face of elevated risk out of Italy makes sense, and not only due

to the prospect of slower growth. If the Fed keeps raising rates as planned as the ECB

stays in easing mode, that will spur more upward pressure on the dollar. That, in turn,

will choke growth in emerging markets where companies often borrow in dollar-

denominated debt.

Out ows from emerging markets in a slower-growth environment could contribute to

a series of crises in places like Turkey and Argentina.

Will Italy Spark A 1998-Like Fed Rally?

If Italy's crisis, which is really about a long-underperforming economy with too much

debt, turns out to be positive for U.S. stocks, it wouldn't be the rst time. Stocks took

off when the Greenspan Fed cut rates three times in the fall of 1998 to counteract a

wave of nancial crises from Southeast Asia to Russia. Of course, that was in the

middle of the dot-com boom.

Still, when stimulus from tax cuts and higher federal spending begins to ebb in late

2019, softer global growth could further undercut U.S. momentum. Even if the Fed

curbs rate-hike plans, monetary policy may still be too tight under such soggy

conditions.
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